MAX WEISS
MAY 10, 8:15

IN OR CERT

BY MAX WEISS

Program

1. GERSHWIN - PRELUDE
   (TRANSCRIBED FOR 5 CELLI BY MAXINE NEUMAN)
   * CELLI: MAXINE NEUMAN
      MAX WEISS
      LIZ BRUNTON
      MIKE SEVERENS
      MELISSA CLINTON

2. BACH C SUITE #3 - PRELUDE
   ALLEMANDE
   COURANTE
   SARABAND
   Bourées 1+2
   GIGUE
   * MAX WEISS, CELLO

3. DUO FOR FLUTE PIANO - MAX WEISS
   * FLUTE - JEANNE KOMPARE
   PIANO - THE INIMITABLE ALLEN SHAWN

4. KODALY DUO - ALLEGRO SERIOSO, NON TROPPO
   ADAGIO
   MAESTOSO E LARGEMENTE / PRESTO
   * KATE BRANDT, VIOLIN
   MAX, CELLO

INTERMISSION.
5. ELGAR CELLO CONCERTO
   ADAGIO/MODERATO
   ALLEGRO MOLTO
   ★ LIZ WRIGHT, PIANO
   MAX, CELLO

6. DUO FOR TWO CELLI — MAX WEISS
   ★ MIKE
   MAXINE

7. DANCE FOR CLARINET + CELLO — MAY WEISS
   ★ CLAUDIA, CLARINET
   MAX, CELLO

8. MUSIC FOR FOLKS — LOU CALABRO
   ALLEGRO
   DOLOPOSA
   CONRITMICO
   ★ MAXINE
   MIKE
   LIZ
   MAX

SPECIAL THANKS — MAXINE!!!
ALSO: KATE B, ALLEN S, LIZ W, CLAUDIA, JEANNE,
MIKE S, LIZ B, MELISSA, TOM C, MOM N’ DAD,
FISH, JEN N’ KIM (FOR WITHOUT THEM I’D
HAVE … INDIVIDUALITY?), STEVEN "PRETTY
BOY", PETER D, AND DICK T
FOR STRATEGIC MANEUVERING.

IN PARTIAL FULFILLMENT OF THE BACHELOR OF ARTS
DEGREE IN MUSIC.
PROGRAMS BY DAVIS / MORGAN PRODUCTIONS.